Student Name, **ID Number.**

**Personal Statement**

**BAD Example 1:** "1st Page – For Any Cuyamaca Scholarships”

Dear Scholarship Committee:

Paper is a long never ending PARAGRAPH/stream of words. May use the correct number of words or not However it os WRONG.

Paper must be formatted correctly.
Example 1: "2nd Page – ” General Format"

The second page is not distinguishable from the first except by the lack of formal information at the top.

WHEN REVIEWED WRONG BASICS:
1. No Paragraphing
2. No Consistency in Spacing
3. No Transition
4. No Formatting

Sincerely,

Date:
Dear Scholarship Committee:

The second page is not distinguishable from the first except by the lack of formal information at the top.

WHAT WENT WRONG BASICS:

1. No Paragraphing
2. No Double Spacing
3. No Transition
4. No Formatting
5. Contact Name, Address & Phone Number are "Verify before Providing"
6. Not required normally University or College ID No. are a good replacement
EXAMPLE 2: "2nd Page – General"

Sincerely,

Student Name, ID Number.

Bad Essay Writing

Date:______________